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(Hi)    State Museum, Hyderabad
Steps have been taken to popularise the Museum. In the Yuva Vani, A.I.R. prograxnxne in Telugu.
the importance of various galleries and objects was elaborated. The programme has been well
received. Script was prepared by the officers of the concerned sections, in consultation with the Curator,.
and the Programme Producer. After the programme, enquiries were received, more about Mummy
in the museum from various people. An article in an Urdu daily on the importance of the objects
in the Museum also helped to develop a sense of affinity between the institution and the public. Efforts,
are on to keep up this rapport.
Private tourists have now made it a point to visit our institution. However the A,P.
Tourism or Tourist Development Corporation of India are yet to place the Museum on their itenary of
visits as to-date they just pass through the public gardens. The efforts of the Curator in this regard,
have not achieved the desired results.
The institution has become a inference cell and guiding centre for post-graduate students of Ancient
History, Culture and Archaeology. They come to the Museum for practical study on numismatics,,
iconography and art. The Curator is regularly helping and guiding them. At present two Ph.D. students
from Osmania and one M. Phil, from Nagarjuna Universities are working on subjects relating to the collec-
tion of the State Museum for their thesis. Several foreign scholars from British and American Univer-
sities have come to study ihz paintings particularly Mughal and Deccani Schools.
An important collection of 9 sculptures has been added besides other antiquities etc. Special*
mention may be made of the massive Chamundi and Brahma figures. Some rare paintings of Nandalal.
Bose arc of considerable importance.
Out of (he various coins received during the year, one lot of more than 550 coins from Hanumakonda
is of far reaching importance.    This is a mixed lot having both  Chalukya and Kakatiya coins.    We have
definite   proof that  the Kakatiyas   had  issued these   coins,   on   which    we   find   the titles   Uttama
Ganda, Malta and Arita Gaja Kesari etc.    Similarly coins of Chalukya Rama   (-Luka   Rama)   were   also-
found in this lot.    Details on this are given in the Numismatic section note.
As the saying goes that either the mountain has to go to Muhammad or Muhammad should go to
the Mountain, it is now the Museum which goes to the people. With this in view, Mobile Museum wing'
is being sent to various nooks and corners of the St-.te to familiarise the people with the idea of Museum*
and popularise it. The exhibition visited six places last year.
Compared to the meagre resources at disposal, we have attained a tremendous amount of good will*
among the public. Given the necessary resources, one can achieve far reaching results. Detailed report
from different sections of the Museum is given below.
The State Museum, Hyderabad possesses a noteworthy collection of Indian miniatures and modern
art paintings. More than two thousand paintings pertaining to ancient, medieval and modern period
are available to illustrate the original development of civilisation and culture in the State in its various-
aspects.

